customer:
Best Western Australia

industry:
Hotel Management

location:
Sydney, Australia

product:
Sage ERP Accpac and Sage CRM

“I hadn’t worked with either the Sage ERP Accpac solution or Enabling
before this project. I was impressed with the core functionality provided
and Enabling’s ability to quickly understand the business needs and
how they could bring components together to meet the client’s needs.”
nigel evans – systems evaluation leader, best western hotel chain

the scenario
The hotel chain has a heritage dating back to 1957 when it was one of the first national
standards bodies in the hospitality industry. During its many years of operation, the
Company has gone through a number of organisational changes, with resultant
changes to its Information Technology systems.
By 2003, these cumulative changes had led to a position where there were numerous
different databases, Accounts Payable, Account Receivable and other systems, along
with limited integration to General Ledger. A lack of business functionality in these
systems led to incomplete business processes and staff storing their own copies
of information. Managing the organisation was not easy and a new IT strategy
was required. The new strategy was managed for the Company by independent IT
consultant Nigel Evans of transateIT.

the requirement
Understanding that they could no longer operate like this to effectively manage the
business, two aspects of the new strategy were to replace the accounting systems
and to source a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System. The selection
process commenced with a review of the business needs and the development of a
formal statement of requirements, against which various suppliers’ capabilities were
measured. These suppliers included a wide range of the mid-tier packages, including
the incumbent suppliers, Sage, Epicor, Great Plains, Pronto, Solomon and Systems
Union.

the solution
The solution that was finally chosen was put forward by Enabling and involved two
Sage products – Sage ERP Accpac and Sage CRM. Sage ERP Accpac would fulfill the
role of managing the financials and financial reporting and the customer relationship
management (CRM) requirements were to be addressed by Sage CRM, an integrated
sales, marketing, customer support and call centre automation solution.
CRM is the heart of the system, with a number of business specific software modules
being built on top of the core CRM capabilities to manage Best Western Australia’s
very specific requirements. These included the calculation of various membership
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fees, service charges, invoicing, the management of a credit card programme aimed
at the corporate travel market and voucher based marketing programmes aimed
at the travel industry. The various financial transactions generated from CRM are
passed to the Financials via standard Sage integration tools.
All financial data are accumulated to show total revenues, costs of revenue and more.
This is added to non-financial data such as help desk and service calls managed for
each hotel.
The implementation was broken into three stages, minimising the impact on the
organisation and while Best Western had been at pains to clearly document its
business process and the requirements of the new system, changes were required
as part of the implementation and there were accommodated by Enabling. The
key objectives of the project were to provide a single view of customers and their
data, provide staff with improved access to more reliable data, while improving the
organisations efficiency.

the results

product choices

With a fully integrated single solution the chain is now experiencing a higher degree
of data integrity than they’ve been able to achieve in the past. The same information
is now readily available to all staff that need it. The CRM solution engages all
departments and brought them together with a single database of clients, suppliers
and business partners. Marketing is able to manage the effectiveness of their
campaigns while the sales team is able to manage their sales progress.

• Sage ERP Accpac
• Sage CRM

the future
The next step is to make further use of CRM’s Workflow capabilities to automate
more standard business processes, increasing the integrity of data and the efficiency
of the organisation. Another focus is to support the various Sales and Marketing
activities of the organisation.

“The CRM system in particular has brought in a new ability to manage
the relationship with the individual hotel owners and we are now able
to work with them from a context of being able to see a more complete
picture of the relationship.”
nigel evans – systems evaluation leader, best western hotel chain
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